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A Glossary for Gregory L. Ulmer’s 

AVATAR EMERGENCY

@  — the special object, a fetish object invested with emotional energy   
 (cathexis)

Absensibility  — negentity

Accidentia  — the sensuous, perceptible aspects that differentiate the thing 
 from others of its generic

Advertizing (Marchand)  — the discourse primarily responsible for 
 converting the citizens of the industrial city to the worldview of the  
 new apparatus. It contains the categories we want to use (icons,  
 schemas, scenarios, tableaux). It sells not the steak but the sizzle. It is 
 brand, not avatar

Agalma  — treasure

Agents d’éclat (Glissant)  — flash agents

Aisthesis  — sensory

Aletheia  — truth. Uncovering of the figure (but also ignoring the ground, 
 the act of disclosure itself).

Anabasis  —  ascent

Analogy (the mathematical notion)  — Equivalence in substitution. A is to 
 B as C is to D. Proportionality The basis for Ulmer’s extension of 
 embodiment for moving through information of any kind

Anomaly  — disruption, the breaking of ration in substitution

Ansehen  — regard

Aporia  — impasse. Guide-marks disappear
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Aporos  — screwed

Apparatus  — a social machine involving inventions arrived at 
 autonomously in each of the three principle lines of evolution: 
 technology, institutional practices, and identity formation

Apparatus theory  — includes institution formation (to develop and 
 disseminate the relevant skill-set) and identity experience 
 (individual and collective adaptations and adjustments to the new  
 conditions)

Appiphany (Ulmer)  — combines appetite, application, and epiphany

Ars (in Renaissance pedagogy)  — teachable technique

Artificial intuition  —  what Ulmer hopes to invent

As  — aspect. Connects an outside scene with an inner feeling

Ataraxy  — the suppression of desire. The recommended answer before 
 electracy

Até  — an action of poor judgment or any “unaccountable” or destructive 
 action. A consequence of imprudence or temporary insanity.  
 Blindness in tragedy for the individual, calamity for the collective

Attitude  — the state of mind within which the thought happens

Augenblick (Nietzsche)  — flash of insight

Aura (Benjamin)  — flash semantics, ordering air and manner

Ausweg  — recognition. A way out, a dodge or expedient, also evokes the “no 
 way” (Aesweglos) of aporia

Avatar  — an uncanny encounter with one’s own possibility (potential), 
 an expression you receive. The literal meaning is descent, incarnation 
 of a God into material existence in a time of crisis. Direct access 
 to the database through the mindbody (orifices, brain, culture, 
 technics). Not brand. The personification in human form of abstract 
 principles or intangible qualities. To avatar is to go beyond the limits 
 of self to understand action from the position of communal well-
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 being (event). It emerges from our capacity for narrative 
 identification. A kind of sentient doll or surrealist mannequin 
 (Pinnocchio). Avatar descends into media spectacles as Ulysses into 
 Hades. It is like consulting with Vishnu in a moment of emergency

Avatar emergency  — concerns the relationship between attitude and 
 action, played in the persona of wiseacre

Avatar function  — the feeling that something is decided for me (indictment 
 of destiny)

Avatar tradition
1.  Theory – Neoplatonism describes human beings as fallen from 
 pure spirit into matter. Wisdom is the devotion of one’s life to 
 return to pure spirit
2.  Allegory – Homer’s middle stage of striving, between procession 
 and Epistrophe
3.  Trajectory – the shape shared by Theory and Allegory, extracted 
 as measure

Axes of interaction in narrative theory (Ringham) – sender-receiver, 
 subject-object, hepper-opponent

Bachelor machine  — the rhetorical form of Duchamp’s work. Imaginary 
 machines, related to pataphysics – allegorizing human sexuality. 
 Lautremont’s formula – the chance meeting of a sewing machine and 
 an umbrella on a dissecting-table. Lyotard says the first bachelor 
 machine is Pandora’s box. As practical for the pleasure-pain axis as 
 dialectic for the true-false axis. A Rosetta Stone for articulating the 
 rhizome of culture and technology

Befindlichkeit (Heidegger)  — how do things stand, for me, for my situation 
 in the world?

Bildung  — an education necessary to maximize human potential

Bisociation (Koestler)  — the juxtaposition and interaction of stories or 
 planes of information at work in a joke and in solving a problem. 
 Bachelor machine solves the problem

Body image  — mirror perception
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Body schema  — proprioception

Brand  — the new identity formation of electracy. One’s image and 
 reputation circulating through the Internet, subject to sampling and 
 mixing. But we fail to recognize our own

Catabasis   — descent

cathexis   — emotional investment

CATTt  — a generator made up of Contrast (commercial discourse), Analogy 
 (experimental modernist art practice, Duchamp’s readymade), 
 Theory (Deleuze and Guattari), Target (the public sphere, 
 deliberative rhetoric, the practice of consulting needed for a 
 democratic society), tale (allegory of Prudence), which here guides a 
 hybrid concept (combining features of word and image) and flash 
 reason
 CATTt

a. Contrast: Appropriate some popular narrative (Hollywood 
movie) as a probe to identify relative to disaster an operative 
mythology. Match and replace the role of game theory. 
Counter ethos with pathos

b. Analogy: tropology. The cabaret bachelor machine. 
Pataphysics. Find the point at which the aphorism of culture 
crosses the anecdote of technics. Identify in the technical 
discourse of your event a process that may be generalized 
into a trope or figure of thought (Aristotle’s four causes + 
gift). Proverb: purification pollutes. Construct a gyroscope- 
map the movement around a still point through which you 
experience awareness of jouissance polarity.

c. Theory: to do for the obscene what scenario did for scene; 
Look for a commodity (the circulating prop). Identify the 
obscene commodity, object cause of desire. What seduced/
possessed me?

d. Target: to receive the accident as a sign. Emblem: pepper mill 
marked with Dioxin @ Cabot-Koppers

Character   — not ethos, but daimon (nature)

Chora  — a regional electrate category supplementing the literate topoi. A 
 square region, a coming together, containing crossroads, marking out 
 the network of mortals and gods, world and earth
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Chora  — a space of possibility, a medium

Chora  — positive immanent material nothing

Chreia  — useful exercise, a test of virtuosity which consisted in “passing” a 
 theme through a series of places

Chronotope  — a configuration of time space

Clinamen  — swerve, turn

Cognition (Kant) — apprehension (requires imagination), comprehension 
 (requires understanding), and presentation  (requires judgment) of  
 the object corresponding to this concept in intuition

Collective event  — the new site of thought, taken over from the individual 
 subject

Collision (Koestler) — produces laughter in comedy

Commerce  — uses Diversion (in contrast to Plato’s Conversion – myth of 
 the cave. The prisoner’s turn – the invention scene of philosophy)

Commonplace  — a banality or triviality (in manuscript pedagogy)

Conatus (Spinoza) — a striving to persevere in one’s own being

Concept avatar  — the purpose of Ulmer’s study, to support thought in 
 electracy. It thinks feeling (not emotion). Ontological self-help. A  
 thought of feeling as a dimension of civilization

Concepts  — an invention of literacy that uses the formal technique of 
 definition to identify the properties of an entity constituting its 
 essence, its nature, based on its function or purpose

Conceptual personae  (concepts, taking on a plane of immanence that is 
 an image of Thought-Being) (noumenon) vs. Aesthetic Figures 
 (affects and precepts: taking effect on a plane of composition as 
 image of a Universe) (phenomenon) — Socrates is the prototype 
 – he dramatized dialectic. Literate concepts foreground idea; 
 commercial concepts foreground persona. A conceptual persona 
 mediates them
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Concetto  — personalizing of the iconography

Concinnitas  — harmony among the lover’s faculties, motivating the lover to 
 begin the journey of becoming human

Conduction  — the fourth mode of inference. Fallacies and joke-work; 
 condensation, displacement, secondary elaboration

Confrontation  — produces aesthetic experience in art

Consultant  — in electracy, to accept an event of catastrophe as disclosure, 
 as oracle or parable addressed to me, showing me the limits of 
 my being, as my own threshold or bifurcation point. The persona of 
 the catastrophe does not record essence or telos, but a habitus 
 accessible to revision (in principle)

Contradictory space of homogenous fragmentation (Lefebvre) — the 
 production of modern space

Conversion – movement through the inference procedures: abduction, 
 deduction, induction (Diogenes living in a barrel to demonstrate the 
 ways of the surface)

Correspondences  — an intuited relationship between the macrocosm and 
 the microcosm
 
Crisis  — a perspective that distinguishes, discerns, makes the cut of 
 decision, situated between past and future

Daimon  — personal genius

Daio  — the root of daimon. Includes to kindle a fire and to divide (the fire of 
 life), to be torn asunder (passive voice), to distribute or allot (middle 
 voice), to feast on (celebrate) what has been distributed (aorist 
 voice)

Das Ding (Lacan) — the Thing, a field of relationships, a force not an 
 essence; the subject is situated within this field. It has a mobius strip, 
 klein bottle topology (by analogy). It is extimacy.

Dasein  — being-there
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Decorum  — ready-made wisdom. Was shared opinion, but now is singular 
 experience. Electrate decorum is What Would Avatar Do? The new 
 decorum: The relationship among thought, art, and conduct in the 
 sublime city

Decorum  — the matching sensation triggered between a presentation and 
 a memory

Deliberations  — Right/wrong (oral) and true/false (literate), pleasure/
 pain (electrate)

Deliberative  — future

Demi-god-figures  — shaping destiny. Education draws only on Eros. We 
 need to restore the full measure

• Daimons – genius. Domestic threshold guardians
• Nemesis – retribution
• Tyche – chance
• Ananke – necessity
• Eros – desire

Descent  — four types:
• Natural (birth)
• Embodied (choosing to embrace or reject sensory pleasure
• Circular (leaving, then coming home)
• Artificial – undertaken for purposes of wisdom, experiment,   

       education

Diadoch  — a successor

Dialectical image  — simultaneously past and present

Die Kehre  — a fold of a figure curling back on its own ground as poetry

Diegesis  — a particular world and the equivalences that go with it

Disaster* —
 Disaster  — is uncanny (it is Nemesis, retribution)

Disclosive withdrawal  — the movement by means of which you experience 
 your own activity in the world (the nothing doing). The strike zone in  
 baseball – an imaginary space manifesting the whole game
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Distortion (Freud) —

Dokei  — aspect

Doxa  — opinion

Dromosphere  — the post-industrial city

Dromosphere (Virilio) — dimension collapse. The pollution of dimensions 
 that follows from electronic augmentation of human thought and 
 language

Duamis (Aristotle) — potential that may or may not become actual 
 (energeia)

Duction (Derrida) — production, reproduction, induction, reduction, etc.

Ductus  — the idiom of the draftsman

Duende (Lorca) — the survival of daimon. A melancholy demon. Soul 
 capacity. Has nothing to do with ability, technique, skill. The 
 bittersweet feeling of Eros. Part of creole culture. Appears when 
 death is a possibility at the rim of a wound. The mood of dwelling in 
 information, and poetry is its logic. 

Dunamis (Aristotle) — potential

Egents  — consultants

Eidos  — shape, the shape of life as a whole

Electracy  — the digital apparatus

Elpis  — Hope

Emblem  — a picture plus a motto. They support flash reason by means of 
 enigmas that provoke thought to move beyond the given sense

EmerAgency  — Ulmer’s response to Virilio’s challenge. A framework for 
 avatar consulting

Entelechy  — the upsurge of energy in the life force (duende)
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Entelechy (Aristotle) — indwelling biological law or deterministic character 
 of all living organisms. Secularized in conatus

Entstellung  — anomaly, dream work

Epideictic  — present

Epimetheia  — finitude

Epistrophe  — return

Ereignis/Enownment (Heidegger) — Event. To facilitate reappropriation 
 of one’s agency. A move away from dasein, which is individual being,  
 to collective being-together. The Moment of glimpsing the whole

Erfahrung  — displacement

Erfahrung  — happening reflected through writing

Erlebnis  — immediate perception

Eros (want) — an introduction to wisdom

Ethics (history of) —
1.  Free will (St. Paul)
2.  Duty (Kant’s categorical imperative - idealistic)
3.  Utility (Bentham)
4.  Unconscious (Freud) – we are not masters of our own thoughts  
         and actions
5.  Enjoy! (Lacan) 

Ethos  — character, limit

Experience ontology  — affective memory in the individual body. Enactive, 
 resulting from habitus. The eve. Useful in invention

Expression  — the distinction between story and discourse, for example. It 
 is the secret of all lyric poetry

Extimacy  — a condition whereby one finds oneself distributed through the 
 outside
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Fantasies  — work on all three dimensions of time. 
1.  An impression in a present situation.  
2.  A memory of originary satisfaction. 
3.  An imagined future situation in which the desire is accomplished 
      in action. 
Diagrammed as a vortex, a circulation around the Thing, the lost 
cause, lack or chora opened in the Real by (infinite) desire

Fatal  — in French means predestined before it means lethal

Fatal strategy  — . . .

Fetish  — a heterogenous assemblage of materials held together by a trivial 
 contingent detail

Finite sexuated corporeality  — the crisis facing civilization in electracy, 
 the one the angels know nothing about

Flash reason  — a deliberative rhetoric for public policy formation. Does not 
 concern opinion, nor does it operate in the realm of persuasion, but 
 operates as “version” that puts us in a spin. It thinks the 
 preconceptual. As judgment, it is a bridge between pure and practical 
 reason

Flash reason structure  —
Moment (Time Regained)
Hole as logical device managing information in this shape
Jouissance – embodied energy augmented in this ontology (plus the 
technics of apparatus)

Flesh (Merleau-Ponty) — an effect of thought’s encounter with imaging. 
 Replaces the term “substance” with “element” in image metaphysics

Forensic  — past

Foresight  — ________________

Formless (Bataille) — the end of literate metaphysics (the excressence 
 overrunning all literate categories). Category pollution. One  
 atmosphere gathering things up. Emergent Ort. Its function is to 
 declassify. The result is not chaos, but region, vortex, Zug.
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Fuge (Gasché) — the fault that joins, the jointure that differs (such as 
 between revealing and concealing)

Fumisme  — an attitude of mocking humor, part of pure art, in the Paris 
 cabaret scene. Accepts and expresses the ideas of idiots. A posture of 
 withdrawal that makes all distinctions hazy – everything has the 
 same value, is one and the same thing

Fusion  — produces intellectual synthesis in science

General Accident (Virilio) — a disaster that happens everywhere 
 simultaneously

General Economy (Bataille) — Nature, the Gaia spirit

Giudizio  — a natural inclination that cannot be persuaded

Glory  — for the ancients, a state of permanence For moderns, fleeting 
 celebrity

Glukupikron (bittersweet) — the sensation of falling in love and of 
 knowing (saudade, blues, tango). Glad to be feeling . . . sad

Gnosis  — encountering the god within oneself

Gramme  — a graphic analogy

Grenze (Goethe) — limit (a retranslation of genius). The feeling of being 
 accessed, noticed, enhanced, studied in the Allegory of Prudence

Habitus  — dharma (ethos), while embodiment is pathos

Habitus  — expectation. Cultural wisdom

Hegemony  — collective prudence

Heuretics  — the logic of invention

High focus inquiry  — guided by methodological presuppositions

________________  Hindsight  —
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How One Becomes What One Is  — What Ulmer learned is the most 
 important phrase in the history of the Western tradition. Nietzsche: 
 “To become what one is, one must not have the faintest notion what 
 one is.” He reverses Socrates – know thyself is the recipe for ruin, 
 forgetting oneself becomes reason itself

Hypertely  — excrescence to the extreme. Our version of entelechy

Hypotyposis  — knowledge by analogy, a scene; the bridge between the 
 causal world of sensual things and the moral realm of desire. Kant 
 explains it between the hand mill and the despotic state (both 
 function only if manipulated by an individual absolute will). To place 
 before one’s eyes

Idiot  — the private thinker (not the public teacher). The old idiot wanted 
 truth; the new one wants the absurd. We are what came out of 
 Pandora’s box

Image (Hansen) — not some external support we perceive as an object, but 
 a field of information that we perceive as a participant

Image logic  — flash reason

Image of wide scope (Holton) — The interface between the affective body 
 and the archive of documents. Einstein’s compass that he received as 
 a gift from his father. The reason Einstein solved the problem of fixity 
 (the speed of light)

Image pataphysics  — electrate equivalent of category

Imagination  — not a way to reduce surprise but to increase surprisability

Imaginatrix – imaginative power which belongs to the soul of the universe

Imitatio  — recovered in pastiche 

Imperatives  —
• Use a fetish to organize readings
• Create a commonplace
• Explore your neighborhood
• Find the equivalent of yugen or duende for our own location; 
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or if you can find no equivalent in your local culture, then 
to invent a word for the mood whose traces you discover 
running through the collective entries

• Form a dialectical image by juxtaposing a detail in my own 
setting with a detail or feature of a cultural text – any work 
of my choosing in arts and letters

• Explore the resonances thus created as an allegory from 
which I may infer the nature of a personal emotion that 
may in turn allow me to recognize an underlying collective 
atmosphere

• The proof is in your recognition of the match, the 
correspondence, the fit between the outside and the inside, 
the visible and the invisible dimension of experience. Player 
consults avatar

• The effect might be a lack of fit, an abyss, a gap of meaning
• Thoreau’s poetics – to begin with an observation of 

something in the material world, and then (appropriating a 
commonplace) to turn it in the direction of a maxim relating 
to human conduct

• We all need a story, but we need a figure, a trope, (a turn) as 
well

Incubated learning  — when we don’t know we know something until the 
 eureka moment

Ingenium  —  Natural talent

Internet accident  — the General Accident that follows our invention of 
 light-speed connectivity. Avatar mediates it

Introjection  — internalizing the nurturing authority figure 

Involuntary memory  — what Proust experienced, an event of time that 
 exceeds the three ekstases of past-present-future

The Irreparable (Spinoza) — Things are just as they are; every cause of 
 doubt has been removed. Sadness and joy refer to a pure being-thus 
 without any attributes

Jetztzeit (Benjamin) — the new time shape is not a circle or a line. now-
 time. No time for the circle. A broken line. Time stands still, and 
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 nothing may be expected from the future. All that history has 
 deprecated must be revisited. This stillness is the condition 
 addressed through concept avatar

Jouis-sense (Lacan)  — portmanteau word containing enjoyment + I hear

Kairos  — not chromos (streaming, chronological time), but rooted in metis 
 (broken time). Kairos is a moment of opportunity

Kant’s metaphysics   — shifting the locus of categories from the world to 
 the transcendental mind

Kenosis  — emptied out. Void

Kenosis (Bloom) — Nothingness, emptiness. One of three Greek concepts of 
 space (along with topos and chora)

Lack – hole, desire, a manifestation of energy (like a black hole in physics)

Lamy’s grid  — genre, difference, definition, enumeration of parts, 
 etymology, conjugations, comparison, repugnance, effects, causes,  
 etc.

Landscapes  — the sources of the body’s thoughts

Lichettes (Lacan) — The life feeling of little sensations

Literacy apparatus  — science, selfhood, democratic state

Locontology – the local particular

Low focus browsing  — relying on intuition and associative or lateral 
 thinking.  Intuition. The default mode in situations of rich 
 redundancy (an information storm). Also in which fields of 
 knowledge are invented

Macaronic pun  — punning across languages

Mantic  — oral, religious, irrational

Measure  — limit, the thought experience of avatar
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Metalepsis   —  a rhetorical figure (a second instance makes the first 
 possible) – as in, our death makes our life possible

Metaphysics  — reality construction

Metis  — the logic of Becoming, useful in conditions of contingency. Its 
 emblematic figure is the fishing net. It was useful in the race, which 
 has three trouble areas – the start, the bend, and the finish

Middle voice  — reflexive voice. Facilitates an encounter with one’s “self,” 
 acting on the principle that the inside is the outside

Middle voice (auto-affection) — beauty is not a property of a thing but a 
 feeling by which subjects become aware of a harmony among their 
 faculties

Mise-en-ebyme  — embedded form (a play within a play, etc.)

Moirai (web-makers)
a.    Lachesis (selects the wool)
b.   Clotho (spins the thread)
c.   Atropos (weaves the web)

Moment  — a time out of joint. Pleasure-pain time

Mourning  — the psychodynamic of separating from a nurturing surround, 
 relinquishing it but internalizing it, gaining exchange for the material 
 loss the symbolic power of a new language

Multitude  — the collective body in electracy, the language capacity of 
 human beings, represented in the spectacle

Mundus archetypus  — the epiphanic place of the interworld, which 
 contains the forms of everything existing in the world

Mycelium  — the branching root-like organ of the mushroom, used by Lacan 
 to refer to the threads in a dream

Myth  — doing the work of logos by distancing humans from the 
 overwhelming, a defense against impotence and anxiety. It is evasion: 
 the lie that preserves life. Transforms indifferent perception into 
 observation
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Navel (Freud) — Freud’s hypotyposis for the dimension of the Real. A 
 place in the dream left obscure, a tangle of dream thoughts that 
 cannot be unraveled. A mushroom from its mycelium

Negentity (Merleau-Ponty) — a philosophy of negativity

Neutral  (Blanchot) — beyond individual identity, in which the subject 
 receives from the world, from the outside

Nous  — the Greek term for the intuitive intellect. Absolute comprehension

Now-time  — the temporality of the Internet. The mood is claustrophobic. It 
 is separated from space and from Dasein

Object  — emerging from thing. It comes to speak, becoming autonomous. 
 Modernist work with objective correlatives produces the logic for 
 working with this dimension of extimate experience 

Obscenario  — product plus byproduct. Pandora plus box

On  — being as permanence

Orphism (Apollinaire) — simultaneity

Ort  — place or location, but also the tip of a spear, a point: the punctum of 
 Barthes’ third meaning

Ortschaft  — categories of region. They are the inverse of literate categories 
 that articulate subjects and predicates. They grasp interrelationships 
 in a region, to whose forces humans attune themselves through 
 mood

The Overwhelming  — the problem field of the existential world (dread)

Palimpsest  — a text that is layered, overwritten

Parallax  — shift

Paramphainon  — also-appearing

The parasite (Serres) — white noise
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Parergon (Derrida) — those decorations or supplements that mark off a 
 border

Paronomasia  — clustering and patterns emerging among words. Dike 
 (justice) the first word studied systematically

Paronymy   — to say things in many ways

Passage  — the corridor between moments, situations, states, at once 
 spatial, temporal, psychological, sociological, and anthropological

Passe-partout  — the empty frame

Pataphysics  (Jarry) — the science of that which is superinduced upon 
 metaphysics. The science of the particular. The laws governing 
 exceptions. Three declensions:

Anamalos – principle of variance
Syzygy – principle of alliance
Clinamen – principle of deviance

Pathematics  — portmanteau of poetry + math, poetry being the new 
 measure

Pathos  — response, representation. It salvages the former

Peirata (peras) — thread or spun rope or knot. Also boundary, limit, or 
 form

Perspicacia  — an insight that penetrates the most distant and minute 
 circumstances of every subject

Perversion  — dramatize the metaphor of the idea (Empedocles throwing 
 himself into Mt. Etna to corroborate his claim of the transmigration 
 of souls – the way of the depths)

Pharmakon  — gift and poison

Philosophical concept  — includes 1. Name (replacing Descartes’ cogito 
 with Deleuze and Guattari’s event – event thinks in and through 
 me); 2. Problem (replaces plane of transcendence with plane of 
 immanence; D&G are concerned with the takeover of concepts by 
 Commerce, the commodity replacing Philosophy as the source from 
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 defining the good life); 3. Conceptual Persona; and 4. Presentation  
 (the conceptual persona models how the concept thinks the problem 
 plane; D&G oppose resemblance or representation through 
 argument and favor doing for the concept what modernist artists did 
 for the image)

Phronimos  — prudent person

Phusis (Aristotle) — nature, the upsurge of the life force

Poleros (Derrida) — portmanteau combining political and eros. Resistance 
 to practical reason

Polnemesis  — poleros extended to fatality

Poncif  — a pattern or gestalt that may or not mean something. An 
 intimation

Poros  — passage through, transition to, path

Posse (Cusa)  — power, or being able. The realm of potentiality. Surprisable.

Presentation  — **   **

Prisoner’s dilemma   — a game in which two prisoners are separated and 
 each given the option of trusting the other to stay quiet, with harsh 
 penalties. A bit like the game of chicken.

Proairesis (Aristotle)  — four causes
• Material (what is it made from)
• Formal (what is its essence)
• Efficient (what produced it)
• Final (for what purpose)

Problem field  — the plane of immanence

Procession  — going down

Prosopon  — a go-between (or avatar)

Prosopopoeia  — personification. An imaginary or absent person is 
 represented
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Prudence (phronesis) — the virtue without which all other virtues are 
 useless. A time-wisdom, a capacity to make an appropriate decision 
 in an instant by taking the measure of a particular situation in its 
 temporal context. It is not expediency, which is a caricature of it. 
 Ulmer has an exercise – the design of a personal allegory of 
 prudence, based on a model of “encounter,” in which contemporary 
 artists update famous paintings from a museum collection. Ulmer’s 
 Prudence is found rather than planned. At the core of prudence is 
 a feeling of constraint. Prudence notes the ambivalence within 
 striving (to what end?). Not caution but foresight

Public space  — what Virilio says is no longer possible in the dromosphere

Quaestio   — a subject

Qualia   — qualities

Readymade  — The readymade is not an object but an action. It foreground 
 judgment as event rather than choice. It puts the maker in the 
 position of spectator, whose reception produces art. It is empty of 
 intention. It is not mimetic nor expressive but conative (we receive it 
 as though receiving an oracle). A move in a language game. Ulmer 
 uses it as an analogy (we are not bound to the domain of art) – we 
 will use it as a way to articulate an image category for electrate 
 metaphysics

Reality  — ontological sampling

Reflective judgment (Kant) — thinking without concepts (such as 
 spontaneously recognizes beauty). A sixth sense, associated with a 
 sense of taste – a pun on sapore and sapere, between mouth and 
 intellect

Rehearsal  — the construction of a space where a though may appear. 
 In it we substitute the problem field for the joke situation. We use 
 two interpretations of one situation

Relay  — an analogy, loose, heuristic, experimental

Representation   —

Retortion (Lyotard) — a dialectical figure that affirms by denial
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Re-trait  — an emergent effect. Conductive. A musical figure. Zug. A bridge

Revelation  — suddenly, something becomes visible, audible

Rhizome  — a networked structure without a central core

Riss (Derrida) — the broaching, the contour, the frame, the sketch, the plan, 
 the précis, etc.

Ruthmos  — rhythm

Savoir-y-faire (Lacan) — to learn to do something with one’s symptom. 
 Dealing with it. As Joyce comes to enjoy his symptoms

Schadchen  — a sophistic marriage broker. Shows that Prudence is not prim 
 and proper. A possible personification of Eros

Second-order (aesthetic) semantics  — the figurative level of cultural 
 conduct

Seduced’s epiphany   — the game substituting for prisoner’s dilemma in 
 the electrate consultation

Selection (Bateson, Stiegler)  — an element of the event

Self  — an invention of literacy. Having one’s own voice return in writing

Semantic ontology (Aristotle)  — categories (separating substance from 
 accidents). The salient features that count as essence are those 
 manifesting function (purpose, end). Useful in science

Sensus communis   — a shared access to sense, good sense, common sense

Sfumato (Leonardo) — overlays of translucent color to create perceptions 
 of depth

Significance  — an aesthetic effect, made of simultaneity and “closing 
 circles”

Simultanism (Shattuck) — replaces juxtaposition to name the primary 
 technique and attitude shared by the experimental arts in 
 modernism
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Singularity (Nietzsche) — marking the intersection of the aphorism of 
 thought with the anecdote of life

Sinthome   — the word for symptom in Medieval French

Solipsism  — dancing to the beat of one’s own drum

Spectre (Marx) — a certain fatal remnant

Speed  — the condition of the general accident, which renders impossible 
 any democratic public sphere since there is no time for deliberative 
 reason

Sprezzatura  — know how. The appearance of ease (often achieved with 
 great effort)

Stand  — the attitude in terms of turn, direction, posture, differs from 
 opinion (argument) or will (narrative)

Stimme  — voice

Stimmung  — atmosphere or mood. Organizes the heterogeneous

Stupidities (Flaubert)  — a collection of platitudes and clichés

Style  — part of becoming what you are. Created out of defaults of the stylist. 
 The immediate expression of epimetheia and of its idiocy

Subjectile (Artaud)  — a hinge region, a fractal dimension between subject 
 and object

Sublimation   —  creative energy displaced from eros. Mediates the Thing

Sublime (Kant)  — conditions that exceed the capacities of both outer and 
 inner eye. It transforms displeasure into the bittersweet revelation of 
 moral freedom. The norm in conditions created by the industrial 
 revolution

Substancia   — the imperceptible type-essence, or universal, in every 
 particular thing according to its kind

Subversion  — transgression and destruction of forms. Madness
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Symptom  — a lived epiphany. Freud’s insight into the verbal bridge in the 
 Rat Man’s fantasy

Synderesis (Agamben)  — the highest and most delicate area of the soul. 
 Retrieved for thinking about the telepresence between player and 
 avatar

Tautegories  — not categories. The schema for the affective order Pleasure 
 and displeasure. Constructed according to the manner of its maker. 
 Singularities, not universals, opening a space of rendezvous hosting 
 events of decision in practical reason. Useful for inquiry in conditions 
 that exceed understanding and knowledge, for the sublime 
 formlessness of experience. Includes regulation, guidance, and 
 analogy, which are not categories but are heuristic tautegories

Technics   — the human-machine rhizome. Technology has its own 
 evolutionary tendency, apart from both nature and culture

Template  — the formal possibilities (allegory, iconography, portraiture) 
 and content (a family incident, cultural mythology and 
 legend). Exercise: get a feeling for flash reason by composing an 
 image commemorating an act of decision (one covered by prudence, 
 not that the act itself was prudent, but that im/prudence offers a 
 frame)

Tenor  — the unknown part of the metaphor

Theoria  — sight

Thymic (Greimas) — the passional. In passion, the object becomes a 
 subject: each objectal relation encompasses potential 
 intersubjectivity, a sort of fuzzily contoured interactantiality

Tirer (Derrida) — to draw lots, to draw cards, to draw to one’s end, etc.

Trace (Derrida) — the contamination of signs by other signs

Trait   — the property, attribute, or feature associated with an object as 
 thing. Philosophers look for essential traits (to define true-false) 
 while poets look for accidental traits (to sustain a mood through 
 feeling – pleasure-pain)
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Traitises  — Ulmer’s term for Derrida’s “treatises” formed from traits

Transference  — the ersatz love (identification) that arises between the 
 analysand (patient) and analyst (doctor) during the course of  
 treatment. An apprenticeship in Prudence in which past, present, 
 and future are brought together

Transpolitics (Baudrillard) — the transparency and obscenity of all 
 structures in a destructured universe

Transumption  — a trope in which time is regained

Undsoweiter  — a weak ontology

Unheimlich/uncanny (Freud) — something which ought to have been 
 concealed but which has nevertheless come to light. Part of an 
 Odyssean round trip. The entrance to the former heim (home). Love 
 is homesickness

Values  — old: character (self-denial), new: personality (self-promotion)

Vehicle  —  the known part of a metaphor

Versabilita  — an insight that rapidly compares all those circumstances 
 among themselves, or with the subject; it joins and divides them,  
 decides one from the other, indicates one by the other, and with 
 marvelous dexterity puts one in the place of the other

-vert  — includes convert, pervert, divert. A turn (trope)

Virtual city  — theoretical way to urbanize real time

Vital anecdote  — dramatizes the thought needed to address the problem

Vomi (Derrida) — the vomited, associated with everything abject

Well-being  — the register of embodied experience

Wisdom  — an intuition of form as such

Wit  — made fun of idiots
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Worumwillen (Heidegger) — the ontological dimension of cause

Yes (stages of) — 1. meadows are green (yes it’s true); 2. yes, it is 
 agreeable; 3. yes to the agreeable feeling itself. These correspond to 
 three movements (metis). This little sensation is an Augenblick. It 
 opens up a freedom, the taking up of a (different) attitude on how 
 things stand with me (Befindlichkeit)

Zug (Derrida) — trait, to draw, to attract, to withdraw, the contract 
 gathering all the features
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